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ins intellectuallY Possi'
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to be so, the world will be usually laid on it by our ancestors. Yet it seems to me

impossible to retain in any recognisable form our belief

in the Divinity of Christ and the truth of the Christian

revelation while abandoning, or even persistently neg'

Iecting the promised, and threatened, Return. "fle
shall come again to judge the quick and the dead," says

the Apostles' Creed. "This same Jesus," said the angels

in Acts, "shall so come in like manner as ye have seen

him go into heaven." "Hereafter," said our Lord him'
self (by those words inviting cnrcifixion), "sha1l ye

see the Son of Man . . . coming in the clouds of
heaven." If this is not an integral part of the faith once

given to the saints, I do not know what is. In the follow'
ing pages I shall endeavour to deal with some of the

thoughts that may deter modern men from a firm belief

in, or a due attention to, the return or Second Coming

of the Saviour. I have no claim to speak,ui an exPert in

rhat all but conclusive

; eridence that would de'

&e verY elect, will aPPear

rfll be whollY conclusive

co either side.
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any of the studies involved, and merely put forward the

r.d.ctions which have arisen in my own mind and have

seemed to me (perhaps wrongly) to be helpful' They

are all submitted to the correcdon of wiser heads'

The grounds for modern embarrassment about this

doctrine fall into two grouPs, which may be called the

theoretical and the practical' I will deal with the theo'

retical first.
Many are shy of this doctrine because they are react'

ing (in my opinion very ProPerly reacting) against a

t.toof of itro"ght which is associated with the great

name of Dr. Albert Schweiser' According to that school'

Chrisds teaching about his own return and the end of

the world-what theologians call his "apocalyptic"-

was the very essence of his message' A11 his other doc'

trines radiated from it; his moral teaching everywhere

presupposed a speedy end of tf.1or]d' If pressed to

* .*ir.*e, this view, as I think Chesterton said'

amounts to seeing in Christ little more than an earlier

William Miller, who created a local "scare"' I am not

saying that Dr. Schweitzer pressed it to that conclusion:

but iI has seemed to some that his thought invites us in

that direction. Hence, from fear of that extreme' arises

a tendency to soft-peda1 what Schweitzer's school has

overemphasized.
For my own Part I hate and distrust reactions not only

in religion Uuiin everything' Luther surely spoke very

g;a;"t. when he compared humanity to a drunkard

ivho, after falling ofi his horse on the right' falls ofi it
next time on the left. I am convinced that those who
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find in Christ's apocalyptic the whole of his message are
mistaken. But a thing does not vanish-it is not even
discredited-because someone has spoken of it wirh
exaggeration. It remains exactly where it was. The only
difference is that if it has recently been exaggerared,
we must now take special care not to overlook it; for
that is the side on which the drunk man is now
most likely to fall off.

The very name "apocalyptic,, assigns our Lord's
predictions of the Second Coming to a class. There are
other specimens of it: the Apocatypse ol Baruch, the
Book of Enoch, or rhe Ascension of Isaiah, Christians
are far from regarding such texts as Holy Scripture,
and to most modern tastes the genre appears tedious and
unedifying. Hence there arises a feeling that our Lord,s
predictions, being "much the same sort of thing,,, are
discredited. The charge against them might be put
either in a harsher or a gentler form. The harsher form
would run, in the mouth of an atheist, something like
this: "You see that, after all, your vaunted Jesus was
really the same sort of crank or charlatan as all the other
writers of apocalyptic." The gentler form, used more
probably by a modernisr, would be like rhis: ..Every

great man is partly of his own age and partly for all
time. Whar mamers in his work is always that which
transcends his age, not that which he shared with a thou-
sand forgotten contemporaries. We value Shakespeare
for the glory of his language and his knowledge of the
human heart, which were his own; not for his belief in
witches or the divine right of kings, or his failure to
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take a daily bath. So with Jesus. His belief in a speedy

and catastrophic end to history belongp to him not:N a

great teacher but as a first<entury Palestinian PeasanL

it *"r one of his inevitable limitations, best forgotten'

We must concentrate on what distinguished him from

other firstcentury Palestinian Peasants, on his moral

and social teaching."
As an argument against the reality o[ the Second

Comrng this seems to me to beg the question at issue'

When we ProPose to ignore in a great man's teaching

those docirinis which it has in common with the

thought of his age, we seem to be assuming that the

tnoulnt of his age wan erroneous. When we select for

serious consideration those doctrines which "Eanscend'

the thought of his own age and are "for all tims"'141s

"r. "rr,r-irrg 
that the thought ofi. our age is correct: for

of course by thoughts which transcend the great man'c

age we really mean thougha that agree with ours' Thus

I-value Shakespeare's picture of the transformation in

old Lear more than I value his views about the divine

right of kings, because I agree with ShakesPeare that a

-"r, *tt be purified by sufiering like Lear, but do not

believe that kings (or any other rulers) have divine

right in the sense required. When the great man's views

do not seem to us erroneous we do not value them the

less for having been shared with his contemporaries'

Shakespeare's disdain for treachery and Christ's blessing

on the poor were not alien to the outlook o[ their re
spective periods; but no one wishes to discredit them on

,h"t u..ooot. No one would reject Christ's apocalyptic
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on the ground that apocalyPtic was common in first'

century Palestine unless he had already decided that the

thought of first<entury Palestine was in that resPect

mirtuken. But to have so decided is surely to have

begged the question; for the question is whether the

o[I.trtion o] 
"."t"r,rophic 

and Divinely ordered end

of the present universe is true or false'

If we have an open mind on that point' the whole

problem is altered. If such an end is really going to oc-

tr, and if (as is the case) the Jews had been trained by

their religion to exPect it, then it is very natural that

they stroitd produce apocalyptic literature' On that

view, our Lord's produciion of something like the other

apocalyptic documents would not necessarily result

il- hi supposed bondage to the errors of his period'

but would Ul ,t. Divine exploitation of a sound ele'

ment in contemPorary Judaism: nay, the time and place

in which it pleased him to be incarnate would' pre'

sumabln have been chosen because' there and ttren'

that element existed, and had, by his eternal providence'

been developed for that very PurPose' For if we once

accept the docrine of the Incarnation' we must surely

be very cautious in suggesting ttrat any circumstance

in the culmre of first<entury Palestine was a hamper'

ing or distorting influence upon his teaching' Do we

,.rlpor. that the scene o[ God's earthly life was selected

at-randoml-that some other scene would have served

better?
But there is worse to come. ..Say what you like,', we

shallbetold,"theapocalypticbeliefsofthefirstChris'
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tians have been proved to be false' It is clear from the

New Testament that they all expected the Second

Coming in their own lifetime' And, Iuorse still' they

had a i.rrorr, and one which you will find very. embar-

rassing. Their Master had told them so' He shared' and

indeed created, their delusion' He said in so many

words, 'this generation shall not Pass till all these things

be done.' And he was ilTong' He clearly knew no more

about the end of the world than anyone else"'

It is certainly the most embarrassing verse in the Bi'

ble. Yet how teasing, also, that within fourteen words of

it should come the statement "But of that day and that

hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in

heaven, neither the Son, but the Father'" The one ex'

hibition of error and the one confession of ignorance

grow side by side. That they stood thus in the mouth of
jesus himseif, and were not merely placed thus by the

i.porr.r, we surely need not doubt' Unless the reporter

wire perf.ctly honest he would never have recorded

the co-nfession of ignorance at all; he could have had no

motive for doing so excePt a desire to tell the whole

truth. And unless later copyists were equally honest

they would never have preserved the (apparently) mis'

taken prediction about "this generation" after the pas'

,ug. oi time had shown the (apparent) mistake' This

pirrg. (Mark r3:3o-32) and the cry "Why hast thou

iorr"k n me?" (Mark 15:34) together make up the

suongest proof that the New Testament is historically

reliable. The evangelists have the first great characteris.
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tic of honest witnesses: they mention facts which are,
at first sight, damaging to their main contendon.

The facts, then, are these: that Jesus professed him-
self (in some sense) ignorant, and within a moment
showed that he really was so. To believe in the Incarna-
tion, to believe that he is God, makes it hard to under-
stand how he could be ignorant; but also makes it cer-
tain that, if he said he could be ignorant, then ignorant
he could really be. For a God who can be ignorant is
less baffing than a God who falsely professes ignorance.
The answer of theologians is that the God-Man was
omniscient as God, and ignorant as Man. This, no
doubt, is true, though it cannot be imagined. Nor in-
deed can the unconsciousness of Christ in sleep be im.
agined, nor the twilight of reason in his infancy; still
less his merely organic life in his mother,s womb. But
the physical sciences, no less than theology, propose for
our belief much thar cannot !s imagined.

A generation which has accepted the curvature of
space need nor boggle ar the impossibiliry of imagin-
ing the consciousness of incarnate God. In that con-
sciousness the temporal and the timeless were united.
I think we can acquiesce in mystery at that point, pro-
vided we do not aggravate it by our tendency to picture
the timeless Iife of God as, simply, another sort of
time. We are committing that blunder whenever we
ask how Christ could be at the sarne rnomenf ignorant
and omniscient, or how he could be the God who nei-
ther slumbers nor sleeps while he slept. The italicized
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words conceal an attemPt to establish a temporal rela'

tion between his timeless life as God and the days,

months, and years of his life as Man. And o[ course

there is no such relation. The Incarnation is not an epi'

sode in the life of God: the Lamb is slain-and there'

fore presumably born, grown to maturity, and risen-
from all eternity. The taking up into God's nature of

humanity, with all its ignorances and limitations, is

not itself a temporal event, though the humanity which

is so taken uP was, like our own, a thing living and dy-

ing in time. And if limitation, and therefore ignorance,

was thus taken uP, we ought to expect that the ignorance

should at some time be actually displayed. It would be

difficult, and, to me, repellent, to supPose that Jesus

never asked a genuine question, that is, a question to

which he did not know the answer. That would make of

his humanity something so unlike ours as scarcely to de'

serve the name. I find it easier to believe that when he

said "Who touched me?" (Luke 7:45) he really wanted

to know.
The difficulties which I have so far discussed are, to a

certain extent, debating points. They tend rather to

strengthen a disbelief already based on other grounds

than to create drsbelief by their own force. We are now

coming to something much more important and often

less fulIy conscious. The doctrine of the Second Com-

ing is deeply uncongenial to the whole evolutionary or

developmental character of modern thought. We have

been taught to think of the world as something that

grows slowly towards perfection, something that "pro
roo
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Christian Apocalyptic ofiers us nosuch hope. It does not even foretel (which would bemore tolerable to our-habirc of thought) a graau* ae-cay. It foretells a sudden, violent *a i."pored fromwithout; an exdnguisher popped onto the candle, a
bricktrung at the gramophone,-a curtain rung down on
the play-"Ffaht,,

- To this deep-seated objection I can only reply ttrat,
in my opinion, the modern conception of progress or
Evolution (as popularly imaginedj is simply i myth,
supported by no evidence whatever.

I say "evolution, as popularly imagined.,, I am not
in the least concerned to refute tiur*iiism as a theorem
in biology. There may be flaws in that theorem, but I
havelere nothing to do with them. There may be signs
that biologists are already conremplating a withdrawal
from the whole Darwinian position, but I claim to be no
judge of such signs. It can even be argued that what Dar-
win really accounted for was not the origin, but the
elimination, of species, but I will ,rot p.rrr.r. that argu-
ment. For purposes of this article I am assuming that
palwrnian biology is correcL What I want to point out
is the illegitimate transition from the Darwinian theo-
rem in biology to the modern myth of evolutionism or
developmentalism or progress in general.

- 
The first thing ro norice is thaithe myth arose earlier

than the theorem, in advance of all evidence. Two great
works-of art embody the idea of a universe in whicf,, by
some inherent necessity, the ,,higher,, 

always supersedes
ttre "lower." One is Keats,s Hyperion and the other is

rol
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The idea that the myth (so potenr in all modern
though$ is a result of Darwin,s biology would thus
seem to be unhistorical. On the contrar/, the attraction
of Darwinism was that it gave to a pre_existing myth the
scientifit reassurances it required. If no evidence for
eyolution had been forthcoming, it would have been
necessary to invent it. The real sources of the myth are
partly political. It projects onro the cosmic screen
feelings engendered by the Revolutionary perid.

In the second place, we must notice that Darwinism
gives no supporr to the belief that narural selecrion,
working upon chance variations, has a general tendency
to produce improvement. The illusion that it has comei
from confining our attention to a few species which
have (by some possibly arbitrary standard, of our own)
changed for the bemer. Thus the horse has improved in
the sense that protohippos would be less useful to us
than his modern descendanr. The anthropoid has im-
proved in the sense that he now is Ourselvei. grt a great
many of the changes produced by evolution ur. r,ot i*-
provements by any conceivable standard. In battle men
save their lives sometimes by advancing and sometimes
by retreating. So, in the battle for survival, species save
themselves sometimes by increasing, somitimes by
jettisoning, their powers. There is no general law oi
progress in biological history.

And, thirdly, even if there were, it would not follow

-it is, indeed, manifestly not the case_tlat there is
any law of progress in ethical, cultural, and social his.
tory. No one looking at world history without some pre-
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€onception in favor of progres could find in it a steady

up gradient. There is often Progress within a given field

over a limited period. A school of pottery or painting, a

moral effort in a particular direction, a practical art like
sanitation or shipbuilding, may continuously improve

over a number of years. If this Process could spread to
all departments of life and continue indefinitely, thete

would be "Progress" of the sort our fathers believed in.
But it never seems to do so. Either it is interrupted (by

barbarian irruption or the even less resistible infiltra-
tion of modern industrialism) or else, more myste'

dously, it decays. The idea which here shuts out the

Second Coming from our minds, the idea of the world
slowly ripening to perfection, is a myth, not a generali'

zation from experience. And it is a myth which dis'

tmcts us from our real duties and our real interest. It is
our attempt to guess the plot of a drama in which we

are the characters. But how can the characters in a play

guess the plot? We are not the playwright, we are not
the producer, we are not even the audience. We are on

tle stage. To play well the scenes in which we are "otl"
concerns us much more than to guess about the scenes

tbat follow it.
ln Ring Lear (lllzvii) there is a man who is such a

minor character that ShakesPeare has not given him
even a name: he is merely "First Servant." All the char'

acters around him-Regan, Cornwall, and Edmund-
have fine long-term plans. They think they know how

the story is going to end, and they are quite wrong. The
servant has no such delusions. He has no notion how
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the play is going to go. But he understands the present

scene. FIe sees an abomination (the blinding of old

Gloucester) taking place. He will not stand it' His sword

is out and pointed at his master's breast in a moment:

then Regari stabs him dead from behind' That is his

whole pa:rt: eight lines all told' But if it were real life

and not a play, that is the part it would be best to have

acted.
The doctrine of the Second Coming teaches us that

we do not and cannot know when the world drama will

end. The curtain may be rung down at any moment:

say, before you have finished reading this paragraph'

This seems to some people intolerably frustrating' So

many things would be interrupted' Perhaps you were

going to get married next month, perhaps you were g$

i"g i geia raise next week: you may be on the verge of

" freuit.i.ntific discovery; you may be maturing great

soliA and political reforms' Surely no good and wise

God would. be so very unreasonable as to cut all this

short? Not zoar, of a1l momentst

But we think thus because we keep on assuming that

we know the play. We do not know the play' We do not

even know whether we are in Act I or Act V' We do

not know who are the major and who the minor char'

acters.TheAuthorknows.Theaudience,ifthereisan
audience (if angels and archangels and all the comPany

of heaven fiIl the pit and the stalls) may have an ink'

ling. But we, never seeing the play from outside' never

melting any characters excePt the tiny minority who

are "on" in the same scenes as ourselves, wholly igno
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rant of the future and very imperfectly.informed about

the 1nst, cannot ttfitt *t'ut moment the end ought to

come. That it will come when it ought' we may be sure;

but we waste our ,i*" i" guessini when that will be'

That it has a meauing we i'ay be sure' but we cannot

see ir when i, i, or.?,'* *"y be told. we are led to

;; ,t u, ,t . Author will have something to say to

each of us on ,nt pu'i o"i tutt' of us-has played' The

il;,;; ii w.u is wtrat matter$ infinitelv'

The doctri"t o' Ot Second Coming' then' is not to

be rejected Ut*o'J mnflico with our favorite mod'

;;;r*rogy' It is' for that very-reason' to be the more

valued and made ;;;; il;"t"tY P" 
subject of medi'

tutior,. It is the #;;;"i *11':::ff'fi::ll1':Ii- 
e"a with that' I turn to the Practrca

difficulty in givingttis i"ttri"t''t'e place 
Yhich 

it o::'1t

to have in our Christian life without' at the same tlrne'

nrnning " 
t"'tui"^'"i'i' iit tt* of that risk probably

deters many tt"tt"* who accept the doctrine from say'

ing verY much about it'
We must "d-i;;; 

o"t" 
't'u' 

this doctrine has' in the

r;:iili*ff 1,'t:;*['i.ii#""^ff r'il::I
event witho* '"d' 

g"tt1 its date' or even without

accepting * u ttffity *t date that any quack or hys-

teric ofiers tt"*'-io'*'itt a historv of all these ex-

ploded predictions *""iJ"*a a uook' and a sad' sordid'

H;;;; uoort it would be' one such predicdon was

circulating *ht;;;:Pu'l *'ott his-second letter to the

Thessaloni""'' ;;;;;; iad told them that "i6s DiY"
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was "at hand"' This was apparently having the result

*fri.n such predictions usually have: people were idling

"ti 
ptuyirg-the busybody' One of-tl:. most famous pre'

dictions was that of poor William Milter in 1843' Miller

i;"; I take to huut been an honest fanatic) dated the

Second Coming to the year' the day'and the very min'

ute. A timely comet fostered the delusion' Thousands

waited for the tori ut midnight on March lrsL and

went home to a late breakfast on ttre zznd followed by

the jeers of a drunkard'

C1early, no one wishes to say anything that will

reawaken such mass hysteria' We must never speak to

,ir"ff., excitable ptopit about "the Day" without em'

;;:trt"g again and again the utter impossibility of pre-

diction. We must ;;t show them that that impossibil'

iilt "" 
essential p-t or the doctrine' If you do not be'

lieve our Lord's words' why do you believe in his return

at all? And it you do believe them must you not Put

away from you, utterly and forever' 1ny 
hope of dating

that return? His 
"uthi"g 

on the sub-ject quite clearly

consisted of three p'opo'itiot's' (r) That he will cer-

iri"ry return. (z) That we cannot possibly find out

when. (g) Atal that therefore we must always be ready

for him.
Note the therefore' Precisely because we cannot Pre'

dict the moment, we must be ready at all moments' Our

Lord repeated this practical conclusion again andagain;

as if the promise oi tt" Return had been made for the

sake of this conclusron alone' Watch' watch' is the bur-

den of his advice' I shall come like a thief' You will not'
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I most solemnly assure you you will not, see me aP
proaching. If the householder had known at what time

the burglar would arrive, he would have been ready for
him. If the servant had known when his absent em'

ployer would come home, he would not have been

found drunk in the kitchen. But they didn't. Nor will
you. Therefore you must be ready at all times. The
point is surely simple enough. The schoolboy does not
lnow which part of his Virgil lesson he will be made to
translate: that is why he must be prepared to translate

4ry passage. The sentry does not know at what time an

enemy will attack, or an officer irupect, his post: that is
why he must keep awake aII the time. The Retutn is
wholly unpredictable. Therg will be wars and rumours

of wars and all kinds of catastroPhes, as there always are.

Things will be, in that sense, normal, the hour before

the heavens roll up like a scroll. You cannot guess it. If
you could, one chief Puryose for which it was foretold

would be frustrated. And God's purposes are not so

easily frustrated as that. One's ears should be closed

against any future Wiltiam Miller in advance. The
folly of listening to him at all is almost equal to the folly
of believing him. He couldn't know what he pretends,

or thinks, he knows.

Of this folly George MacDonald has written well.

'Do those," he asks, "who san Lo here or lo there are

the signs of his coming, think to be too keen for him
and spy his approach? When he tells them to watch lest

he find them neglecting their wotk, they stare this way
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and that, and watch lest he should succeed in coming
Iike a thieft Obedience is the one key of life.,,

The doctrine of the Second Coming has failed, so far
as we are concerned, if it does not make us realize that
at every moment of every year in our lives Donne,s ques-
tion "Whar if this present were t&e world,s last niglrt?,,
is equally relevant.

Sometimes this question has been pressed upon our
minds with the purpose of exciting fear. I do not think
that is its right use. f am, indeed, far from agreeing with
those who think all religious fear barbarous and degrad-
ing and demand that it should be banishea from the
spiritual life. Perfect love, we know, casteth out fear.
But so do several other things-ignorance, alcohol, pas.
sion, presumprion, and stupidity. & is very desirable
that we should all advance to that perfection of love in
which we shall fear no longer; but it is very undesirable,
until we have reached that stagg that we should allow
any inferior agent to cast out our fear. The objection
to any amempr at perpetual trepidation about the Sec-
ond Coming is, in my view, quite a difierent one:
namely, that it will certainly not succeed. Fear is
an emodon: and it is quite impossible_-even physically
impossible-to maintain any emotion for very tong. .i.
perpetual excitement of hope about the Second Com-
ing is impossible for the same reason. Crisis-feeling of
any sorr is essentially transitory. Feelings come and go,
and when they come a good use atn be made of them:
they cannot be our regular spiritual diet.
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What is important is not that we should always fear

/or hope) about the End but that we should always re'

;;;:; always take it into account' An analogy -,a'l

;;;.i; A man of seventy need not be always feeling

6*n fl* talking) about iiit upptouching death:'but

r *ire man of seventy should always take it into account'

ff. *o.rta be foolish to embark on schemes which pre'

supPose twenty more years of life:- he would be crimi'

nally foolish not to make-indeed' not to have made

ffi rirr..-t is will' Now, what death is to each man'

the Second Coming is to the whole human race' We all

believe, I suppose, that a man should "sit loose" to his

own indiviaout titt, should remember how short' pre-

carious, rcmPorary, and provisional a- thing it is; should

*r., give ali his ireart ti anything which will end when

his lite ends. What modern Christians find it harder to

remember is that the whole life of humanity in this

world is also precarious' temPorary' provisional'

O", moralisi will tell you that the personal triumph

of an athlete or of a girl at a ball is transitory: the Point

is to remember that an empire or a civilisation is also
-o"*irory. 

All achievemend and triumphs' in so far as

,ht -; merely this-worldly achievements and tri'

umphs, will come to nothing in the end' Most scientists

;;l;" hands with the theologians; the earth will not

J;"* be habitable' Man' though longer-lived- than

-"rr, i, equally mortal' The difierence is that whereas

the scientisrc exPect only a slow decay from within' we

,..tot with sudden interruption from without-at any

lro
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momenL ('What if this Present were the world's last

night?")
trt tt by themselves, these considerations might

seemtoinvitearelaxadonofoureftortsforthegoodof
posterity: but if we remember that what may be upon

us at any moment is not merely an End but a Jodg-

ment, thly should have no such re$ult' They man and

should, correct the tendency of some moderns to talk as

though duties to posterity were the only duties we had'

I can imagine no man who will look with more horror

on the End than a conscientious revolutionary who has'

in a sense sincerely, been justifying cnrelties and injus'

tices inflicted on millions of his contemporaries by the

benefits which he hopes to confer on future genera-

tions: generations who, as one terrible moment now

reveals to him, were never going to exist' Then he will

see the massacres, the faked trials, the deportations' to

be all ineftaceably real, an essential Palt' his Part' in

the drama that has just ended: while the future Utopia

had never been anything but a fantasy'

Frantic administration of Panaceat to the world is

certainly discouraged by the reflection that "this prer

ent, might b€ .th; world's last night"; sober work for

thefutu-re,withinthelimitsofordinarymoralityand
prudence, is not. For what comel is Judgment: happy
^rr. 

,t *" whom it finds labouring in their vocadons'

whether they were merely going out to feed the pigs or

laying good plans to deliver humanity a hundred yearr

Uinci from some great evil. The curtain has indeed now

rll
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fallen. Those pigs will never in fact be fed' the great

**p"rg" rgaitrlWhite Slavery or Governmental Tyr-

*"i, *iu ,,".r., in fact proceed to victory' No matter;

you were at your post when the Inspection came'

' O,r, *."riorc had a habit of using the word "Judg-

ment" in this context as if it meant simply "punish'

ment": hence the popular expression' "It's a judgment

on him." I believe *t tut somedmes render the thing

iore vivid to ourselves by taking judgment in a stricter

sense: not as the sentence or award' but as the Verdicc

a;;. day (and "What if this Present were the world's

i* 
"igtt'o') 

an absolutely correct verdict-if you like'

i p.rt.-., critique-will be passed on what each of us is'

We have all encountered judgmenm or verdicts on

ourselves in this life' Every now and then we discover

what our fellow creatures really think o[ us' I don't of

course mean what they tell us to our faces: that we

usually have to discount' I am thinking of what

we sometimes overhear by accident or of the opinions

about us which our neighbours or employees or subordi'

n"tes urrk rowingly "u*1in 
their actions: and of the ter'

iUt., or lovely, iudgmena artlessly-betrayed by th'-l'

dren or even animail' Such discoveries can be the bit'

rcrest or sweeteit experiences we have' But of course

both t}e bitter und ti'e sweet are limited by our doubt

as to the wisdom of those who judge' We always hope

that those who so clearly think us cowards or bullies are

igrror*, and maliciot"i *t always fear that those who
-rirr, 

.r, or admire us are misled by partialiry: I top

p*. ,fr" experience of the Final Judgment (which Bay
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break in upon us at any moment) will be like these lit-

tle experiences, but magnified to the Nth'
for it wilt be infallible judgment' If it is favorable

we shall have no fear, if unfavorable, no hope' that it is

wrong. We shall not only believe, we shall know' know

Ueyoia doubt in every fibre of our appalled or delighted

being, that as the Judge has said, so, we are: neither

more nor less nor otler. We shall perhaps even realise

that in some dim fashion we could have known it all

along. We shall know and all creadon will know too:

our ancestors, our Parents, our wives or husbands' our

children. The unanswerable and (by then) self'evident

truth about each will be known to all'

I do not find that pictures of physical catastrophe-

that sign in the clouds, those heavens rolled up like a

scroll-helP one so much as the naked idea of J'dg'
ment. We cannot always be excited' 'We can' perhaps'

train outselves to ask more and more often how the

thing which we are saying or doing (or.failing to do) at

.u.h--o*entwilllookwhentheirresistiblelight
sheams in upon it; that light which is so difierent from

the light of this world-and yet, even now' we know

just enough of it to take it into account' Women some'

,i*., have the problem of trying to judge by artificial

light how a driss will look by daylight' That is very

UL *re problem of all of us: to dress our souls not for

the electiic lights of the Present world but for the day'

lightofttrenext.Thegooddressistheonethatwillface
that light. For that light will last longer'
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